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Put a candle in the window. Because I feel I have to move. I'm going to go, but as long as I can see the light, I'm going home soon. Pack my bag and let me get a mobin so it's the difference to drift for a while. When I'm gone, you don't have to worry as long as I can see the light. I think I have that old Trablin bone 'because this feel doesn't make me alone'. But
I don't rosin my way, no, no, my way, as long as I can see the light. Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes that's right! Put a candle in the window. Because I feel I have to move. I'm going to go, but as long as I can see the light, I'll be home soon. A B C D E E F H I J K L L M N O P Q T T U V W X Y Z # 19xx-20xx Creedence Clearwater Revival I put a candle in the window as
long as I can see the light, 'because I feel I have to move.' I'll go, but I'll be back home soon. Pack my bag and let me get movin so there's a difference in drifting away for a while. When I'm gone, you don't have to worry long. I think I have that old Travlin bone, because 'this feel' doesn't make me alone. But I won't beat my way, no, as long as I can see the
light. Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes that's right! Because I put a candle in the window and I feel I have to move. I'll go, but I'll be home soon, as long as I can see the light. As long as I can see the light. As long as I can see the light. As long as I can see the light. As long as I can see the light. Home&gt;C&gt;Creedence Clearwater Revival&gt;As long as I can see the
lyrics of light, submit lyrics ringtones submit lyrics ringtones Christmas lyrics ringtone contact us Links Solange Itch Das Licht Sechen Can stel Ein Kerze in Fenster den Itch Für Mich Bewech of Fenster Wall Itch am Gehen Bin, am Gehen bin Werde ich haln nach kommen Solange ich das Licht sehen kann Pack meinen Sack und lass uns bewegen Denn ich
bin verpflichtet einzeit lang zu schlendern Wenn wenn gegangen bin, Gegangen bin Musto du Dihi Nicht Lange Sorgen Solange Itch Das Licht Sechen Can Denk Noor Itch Have Dice Alten Lysenden Knochen Bekomen den Dice Gefur is a hitcht Will Nicht Meinen Weg Verrilen, Nein, Nein Solange Itch das Licht Sechen Can Ja! Gehen bin Werde ich halch
Hause kommen Solange ich das Lichn kann Solange ich das Licht sehen kann Solange ich das Licht sehen kann Solange ich das Lichn kann Solange ich das Licht sehenn Sehen kann.. Writer: John C. Fogerty www.musixmatch.com Zlet Bear Bite von Barbara Anna Maria (snow3210) got the lyrics of the 15-year-old. August 2014, 18:01 As many of you
know, leveling warriors in classics is not easy - it's almost like playing a game in hard mode. Despite being lowLow lasting, and the highest gear dependency in the game, the Warriors are by far the most played class in vanilla. There is such a thing as a self-deprecating attraction that levels the hardest class in the game. For some, this epic challenge offers a
pure vanilla experience, and the delicacy of this class seeing an expert pilot is like watching an artist at work. This guide is simply our attempt to put all the pieces together. Warriors are typical fearless fighters on the battlefield, and their sheer martial prowess inspires the courage of allies and the despair of their enemies. With experts in all ways of melee
weapons and incredible physical strength and skills, warriors are perfectly suited to function as frontline combatants and battlefield commanders. Warrior's Strengths: Vanilla (Anger for PvE and Anger for Arms for PvP) The best DPS class in the best tank class No Mana allows you to go fast from the mob with a good gear high skill cap Epic lee challenge
cantank as any spec! Flexible weapon progression Cane Warrior weakness can use all weapons except low mobility low gear dependence low level low mobility repair open world PvP difficult agricultural gold excess class First, look at this and have an idea of the possibilities. And here is our selection of the best races for warriors. (Alliance/Horde) Here are
some tips to progress quickly during your leveling as a warrior in Classic Wow. Ideally, you should fight mobs on the same level, or 1 - 1 - 2 levels below your level. Do not kill mobs excessively in your capacity. Make sure you spend your anger efficiently and pool it as much as possible. Keep your food + first aid up to date! Have a weapon progression plan!
Keep a 1h+ shield on you at all times for shield bash interrupts (your weapon skills are probably not the greatest). Skip the majority of protection skills when training - take only what you need. Only train rank 1 Thunder clap, cleave, overpower, shield bash, (damage increase/effect is negligible). Leveling speed can be divided into three parts: travel time,
combat time, and out-of-combat (Regen). The sum of these three parts is equivalent to your leveling speed. Travel time refers to the time you travel from goal to goal in the open world. Combat time is the amount of time you spend fighting. Outside of combat time refers to the amount of mandatory time you spend to eat, drink, heal, bandage, etc. Travel time
is what you're doing the most, so your talent and ability to increase your travel speed will probably have the greatest impact on leveling speed. The more important concept is this: scraping the seconds of downtime between pulls is as valuable as scraping the seconds of combat time. When you doIn this way, the talent/ability/statistics of damage reduction
and regeneration have mostly unpleasant characteristics and should be equally evaluated as statistics that potentially increase damage. After level 8 (when you get hamstring rank 1), you can start using the hamstring method to reduce the damage to your enemies. Open-world mobs generally have higher travel speeds and higher attack speeds than you. If
you stand still and trade hits with mobs back and forth, you may end up trading one of your automatic attacks for their 2+. When executed properly, the hamstring method monitors your natural automatic attack with a swing timer, so you can trade one hit for one hit with the target while significantly reducing the damage taken while not reducing your damage
at all. Step-by-step breakdown of hamstring method: Automatic attack is preferable to expose the back to the target when it is preferable to apply the hamstring to the target stray through the target outside the hit box range and walk the side strainin directly through the target while your swing timer re-engages its target as another automatic attack and your
swing timer resets. Swing Timer &lt; - All proximity classes by clicking on the link to the add-on must have a timer to track both your attack and your enemy's attack. This is important because you need to weave both movement and ability between car cooldowns to prevent clipping to animations and missing damage. XP/Hr Tracker &lt; - Track your leveling
efficiency accurately by clicking on the link to the add-on. It has insights such as EPH (XP/hour), EPM (XP/min), and average XP. Outfitter &lt; - Click the link to the add-on add-on to easily switch gears back and forth. This is useful when switching to a spirit set between battles to reduce playback downtime. Stance Dance Simple 1 Ability Dance will put you in
the right stance and cast ability as well as cooldown &amp; tooltip #show tooltip overpower/cast [stance:1] overpower. Battle Stance #Showmokkingbrot/Cast[Stance:1]Mocking Blow. Battle Stance #Show Provocation/Cast[Stance:2] Taunt. Defensive Stance #Show tooltip Whirlwind/Cast[Stance:3] Whirlwind. The Berserker Stance switches the stance
between the differential and the battle stance, and if the control is clicked, it moves to Zelker's Stank/Cast [Modifier: ctrl, nostance:3] Berserker Stance. [Stance: 1] Defensive Posture ; Battle Stance Charge &amp; Intercept Put you in the correct stance, use another and charge/intercept you. It also will leave you in Zelker during the battle. [Combat, Stance: 3]
Berserker Stance; [No Combat, Stance: 1] Battle Stance; [Combat, Stance: 3] Intercept Deadly &amp; Heroic Strikes If You Have Anger .#showtooltipモータルストライク/Cast MortalHeroic Strike Interception &amp; Hamstring #showtooltip Interception/Cast [Stance: 3] Interception. Berserker Stance/Cast Hamstring Charge &amp; Hamstring #showtooltip
Charge/Cast[Stance:3] Charge. The easiest way to level up as a battle stance/cast hamstring warrior: start with a 2H Fury up to 40 and then re-spec on the arm for Mortal Strike. Return through fury finish through 5/5 fury. Lvl 1-39 : Specification Anger 0/30/0 Here lvl 10 to lvl 39: Lvl 40 - 60 : Respec Arms : Hit lvl 40 once 31/20/0 Hit lvl 40 and respecé your
arm for a dead strike and follow the build below. Now a lot of people will tell you not to double swing while leveling. Why is that? Because if you double-wield, your hit chances will be greatly reduced and your offhand will only do 50% of the normal damage. Hit rating gear is practically non-present up to level 40 or higher, so double choreography misses a lot
of attacks. ... But in my experience, I've found that double swinging is fine only if you're Fury. I found that having two weapon swings meant having twice the chance to criticize and led to moreFlurry procs. At level 50 with two blue 1h swords, my kill speed was about the same as when I used the magnificent 2h axe. And I didn't even hit my off-hand damage
talent. If I got a good string of criticisms, I could hit the mob in 15-20 seconds and easily hit BradHurst every time it came off the CD. On the topic of Bloodhurst, double swings actually lead to a lot of extra healing, exhausting all six charges of Bloodhurst. I found that when I double swing, I can kill 2-3 extra mobs before I have to eat/bandage, compared to
using 2h. There may not seem to be much healing from blood serve, but it adds up over time. So, if you have two good 1h weapons and Fury is spec, don't be afraid to try double swinging. Some people swear by it and I can see why. Getting missed/parry with a 2h weapon is a cancer and having two weapon swings for two different chances in crit can really
help smooth and randomize your damage. If you're still skeptical, I suggest you try it once you get a slash blade or if you have aFlurry Axe. With a really sick 1h weapon, double swinging can definitely feel great. Tips/tricks about talent: Don't train a higher rank of overpower or cleave up to 60 to save money. Bonus damage from higher ranks is negative
compared to weapon damage. (e.g., Overpower Rank 1 deals 5 extra damage, And OverPower Max Rank deals .35 extra damage.) The same is for spells like Thunder claps and shield bashes. The damage increases a little, but the duration of the deceleration effect/silence remains the same for every single rank. Don't train Lend past rank 3 or so. It's a
pretty useless past level 30, save for PvP things like rogue/druids prevent from re-stealthing. If you're ever on 100% HP you're probably wrong - push your combat limitsTrain first aid as soon as possible to save all the single coppers that use any weapon that has the best DPS, regardless of type (polema, staff, etc.) - you will need money for weapon
upgrades. Buy white weapons from vendors as your money allows. Ideally it starts with charging, but sometimes you have to face the pull so that charging is your responsibility. If you are fighting multiple mobs, the tab target ends. If you are fighting 2+ mobs, use Thunder Clap and only if they have a high attack speed. Do defensive stance class quests. Here
is a dps cycle that respects these levels. Leveling 10-20 is the most efficient at this stage to kill a single target, as opposed to killing multiple at the same time. Keep the 1H shield on top starting with lvl 12 when you get the shield bash. Upgrade your food to 552 hp/24 seconds at level 15. Skip mock blows and as much as possible in the Prot tree. Only train
rank 1 Thunder clap, cleave, overpower, shield bash, (damage increase/effect is negligible). Leveling 20-40 As soon as you have a blood epidemic at 21 you can start practicing sitting in mid-combat with mobs criticizing 100% of the time (/sit macro). This causes a blood epidemic and eventually rages at lvl 25. You need to start integrating /sit into the
hamstring method. This is pretty APM intensive, but it's worth 100%. If you master this technique, you will get a 25% damage boost with almost 100% uptime. Do your berserker stance quest in 30 and use the hamstring method to kill Kite and Big Will easily around. If you have a guild-like support structure in 30+, do a whirlwind axe quest as soon as possible.
Here is a dps cycle that respects these levels. Leveling 40-60 single target rotation - Pool rage does not run mobs to prevent Rage Decay while transitioning to two targets: blood rage + bandages between pulls. Multi-target rotation - execution mob: Stats priority Better statistics for weapons such as :D PS, weapon speed, or damage range have more impact
than statistics like strength or agility, but here is the priority of the basic statistics: DPS 1 point = 7 strength = 14 ATTACK POWER STATISTICS PRIORITY lvl 1-30 (Sustainable Priority) Spirit -&gt; Strength -&gt; Agi -&gt; Stamina -&gt; Intelligence Statistics Priority lvl 40-59 ((1) Kurito Takes Precedence) Agi-&gt; Strength -&gt; Stamina -&gt; Spirit -&gt;
Intelligence Strength (often abbreviated STR) has the following effect: Increase attack power with melee weapons, warriors gain 2 melee attack power per point of strength. Intensity does not improve your chances of blocking, but increases the amount of damage you can block with shields. Agility (often omitting AGI) has the following effect: increase your
chances of winning critical hits with weapons. Gaining 20 points of agility increases your critical chance by 1%. Increase your chances of fending off attacks. For every 20 points of agility, you'll get a 1% chance to get around. Attack Power: Attack Power (AP) increases your base1 for every 14 ATS. For example, if the AP is 28, 2 DPS is provided. Pvp Hit Cap
Melee, 2h or 1h+ Shield: 5% Melee, Dual Behavior: 24% Here is a list of weapons to choose for your Warrior during your leveling in classic WoW: Great Axe - 4.3 DPS - Lvl 3 - Departure Regional Vendor (buy wooden mallet if using mace). Lvl 10 Class Quest 1H Weapon - 7.9 DPS - Lvl 10 - Weapon of El unite Warrior from Quest Rewards. End of the
People's Militia - 11.2 DPS - Lvl 11 - Westfall Quest Reward People's Militia. Minor Revenge - 13.0 DPS - Lvl 15 - Quest Reward Ah Brother Dead Mines Foreman Quest. Water Purifier Staff - 15.3 DPS - Lvl 16 - Quest Rewards Tower of Altarax Dark Shore. Head Basher - 17.6 DPS - Lvl 25 - Dungeon Quest Reward Anger Runs Deep Stockades. Westfall
Staff - 20.5 DPS - Lvl 14 - Dungeon Quest Reward Defias Brotherhood Dead Mines. Ancient War Sword - 21.7 DPS - Lvl 26 - Quest Rewards from the Defeat the Nessloche wetlands. Arceus - 23.9 DPS - Lvl 29 - Quest Rewards Daughter Love Duskwood. Carcass maker - 28.9 DPS - Lvl 29 - 40% overload ramuktu razorfenkraul. Silver Spade - 31.1 DPS -
Lvl 31 - Quest Rewards Venture Mining. Whirlwind Axe - 35.6 DPS - Lvl 30 - Warrior Quest Reward Whirlwind Weapon. Lavacker - 37.3 DPS - Lvl 37 - 25% Drop Herod at Scarlet Abbey. Bone Bitter - 38.8 DPS - Lvl 34 - Dungeon Quest Rewards Scarlet Abbey in the name of light. Grimlock Charge - 40.9 DPS - Lvl 42 - 20% Drop Off Grimloch Uldaman. Chief
Executor - 43.5 DPS - Lvl 45 - 20% Get Off Chief Oucos Sand Scalpsulfarak. Resurrection Rod - 45.8 DPS - Lvl 45 - Dungeon Quest Reward Earth and Seed Rot Marodon. Dreadforge Retaliation - 50.5 DPS - Lvl 54 - 20% Emperor Dagran Taurisan BlackRock Drop Depth. Ice Burbspia - 53.9 DPS - Lvl 51 - Quest Rewards Frostwolf Hero Artelak Valley.
Doomlas Prime - 55.7 DPS - Lvl 58 - Quest Reward Perfect Poison Sirisus.LargeAx - 4.3 DPS - Lvl 3 - Vendors in the starting region (buy a wooden mallet if you use mace). Lvl 10 Class Quest 1H Weapon - 7.9 DPS - Lvl 10 - Forged Steel Warrior from Quest Rewards. Darkwood Stuff - 9.1 DPS - Lvl 8 - Quest Reward Family Ossual Tyllis Falglades.
Orgrimer's Axe - 11.8 DPS - Lvl 13 - Quest Reward From The Slar of Hidden Enemy Olgrimmar. Windrider Staff - 13.0 DPS - Lvl 14 - Quest Rewards Thunderhawk Cry Camp Taurajo Barence. Demolition Hammer - 17.6 DPS - Lvl 17 - Quest Rewards From Weapon of Choice March Staff - 20.3 DPS - Lvl 14 - Leader of the Fang Lamentation Cave from
Quest Rewards. Hydra Strike - 25.6 DPS - Lvl 26 - 20% Black Fatom Deeps Akmai Corpse Maker - 28.9 DPS - Lvl 29 - 40% UnloadIng Overload Ramsk MisolifenTokker's Marlock Chopper - 32.5 DPS - Lvl 40 - Quest Reward Threat from the Sea Swamp of Sorrow. Whirlwind Axe - 35.6 DPS - Lvl 30 - Warrior Quest Reward Whirlwind Weapon. Lavacker -
37.3 DPS - Lvl 37 - 25% Drop Herod at Scarlet Abbey. The Will of the Mountain Giant - 39.5 DPS - Lvl 46 - Quest Rewards Spirit Weapon Ferrus. Beast Layer - 42.6 DPS - Lvl 50 - Quest Reward Mighty Uchaunggoro Crater. Limb Cleaver - 42.7 DPS - Lvl 50 - Quest Reward Lost Thunder Brew Recipe Black Rock Depth. Diabolic Skiver - 42.8 DPS - Lvl 44 -
25% Get off Shadow Priest Sezzi Zuzurfarak. Head spikes - 44.2 DPS - Lvl 46 - 20% get off atal allalion sanken temple. Resurrection Rod - 45.8 DPS - Lvl 45 - Dungeon Quest Reward Earth and Seed Rot Marodon. Damaged Blackwood Staff - 48.2 DPS - Lvl 58 - Quest Rewards To Crazy Mau Sirisus.IceVerbspia - 53.9 DPS - Lvl 51 - Quest Rewards
Frostwolf hero Artelak Valley. Doumras Prime - 55.7 DPS - Lvl 58 - Quest Rewards Perfect Poison Sirisus.Kargos, Sweefty, Asmon Gold, TipsOut, Elysium Forum, Thank you to all these people for mark the Nosterius Forum. Do you have any friends who play classic WoW? Join the WowIsClassic community and share this guide with all your friends!
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